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LAST NIGHT'S RUHR RAID

SO MANY BOMBERS THEY .NEARLY COLLIDED

Bomber Command again took up the offensive against the Ruhr last night
when a great force of four-engined •bombers attacked the important-, industrial

city of Bochum. Although the raid was not so heavy as the record attack
on Dusseldorf on the previous night, over five 4,000-pounders were going
down every minute in addition to tens of thousands, of' incendiaries and
hundreds of other high explosive bombs*

The battle of the .Ruhr has now been going on for,nearly three and a

half months and the Germans have more than once strengthened their defences
in on- effort to protect their greatest industrial centre. It appeared
that more guns, have been sent to the Ruhr since the R.A*F's last attack
on Dortmund, when a great part of the industries of the town were devastated.
Last night, our. crews reported that the Germans had brought up reinforcements
to help the uterring of defences.

"We were met withan intense barrage as soon as. we got to the

the Ruhr”, the pilot of a Halifax said. "The whole place seemed to come;
alive with hundreds of. gun flashes,. The barrage did not let up once from --.

then - on, It seemed as if the Germans had massed their guns miles deep”,

Halifax pilot'said that the Germans were using more, searchlights
than."he had seen for- some time, ”We counted over a hundred to the west
of the target”, he said,. ' Away to the east there were about eighty more*'

There two huge cones of about seventy searchlights were sweeping the- sky ;•-
over Munster”.

At the beginning of. the attack the. searchlights wereWorking in

conjunction with night fighters, which were out in force. One of. our -pilots
saw five, ju. 88s when he was on his way over the Ruhr before, he reached his
target, .Then‘more bombers arrived and the efficiently co-ordinated defence

began to waver, 'The ground guns ceased "to concentrate .on individual aircraft
said started to put up a straight barrage. Searchlights-and: night fighters
began working on their own,'.
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By this* time, there were so many bombers over the target that one pilot
said that his chief worry was in trying to avoid a collision* ”I was so busy
lodging our own aircraft", the pilot of a Lancaster said, "that at one point I
even forgot about the barrage* Bomber after bomber was going into attack and

every row and then we got caught in their slipstreams* The weather on the way
out from England had been nearly ideal but it had clouded over by the time we

had reached Bochum, and I was afraid of hitting one of our aircraft in the

darkness. Then suddenly the night would be lighted up by a thin line of red as

a night-fighter fired some tracer at a bomber* I saw one fighter firing its guns
and then the bomber returning the fire* Suddenly the fighter was hit* It exploded
with a flash and went down in flames”.

Later arrivals over Bochum found two large areas of fire, one in the Northern
district of the town and the other in the Southern* "I was guided to the target
by the glow on the clouds”

, said the, pilot of a. Lancaster. "Then we were over the

target we were suddenly hit by flak and an incendiary from one of our own aircraft
at the same moment, The flak did not do us much harm but the incendiaries flared

up and started a fire* My wireless operator managed to put out the flames before

they could really catch hold and after he had extinguished them we went on to

bomb our target. There seemed many good fires burning below* We came to a gap

in the clouds and as we dropped our bombs I saw a stick of explosives hit a

factory* The factory chimney tottered for a moment and then lazily collapsed
on to the ground. When we looked down again we all saw a huge explosion which

was quickly followed by a second and then a third* Sheets of red flame spurted
upwards giving way to smoke, which rolled .up towards the clouds”*

Many other crews reported seeing these explosions* A pilot who was one of

the last to arrive over the town said that the smoke by that time had reached a

height of 10,000 feet and that he saw the glow of the fires when his aircraft was

90 miles away on its way home.

Bochum has a population of 320,000. It is in the Eastern Ruhr and is the

centre of the most prolific parts of the Ruhr coal Basin* It has a great number

of coke oven plants and is also the possessor of an important steel industry*
The three steel works of the Bochum Verein form one of the most important stool

producing units of the famous Vereinigte Stahlworke combine and. there is also

a smaller works of the Eisen-und-Huttenwerke A*G. Surrounding Bochum and

practically continuous to it. are a dumber of satellite towns of considerable

industrial importance*
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